CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusions

After analyzing the data, conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1) The uses of Theme and Theme in the news story text of the *Jakarta Post* are for setting the thematic structure. It means that the uses of Theme and rheme is examine thematic structure and thematic progression. In thematic structure, there are described textual, interpersonal, and topical / ideational themes.

(2) Theme in the News Story Texts of *The Jakarta Post* were developed through thematic progression. There are eight kinds of thematic progression, such as constant, linear, split, combination constant with split, combination linear with split, combination split with constant, combination split with linear, and combination constant, split, and linear.

(3) The reasons of Theme and Rheme are developed through thematic progression to have the potential in developing the flow of information in the texts and improve writing skills more efficiently.

5.2 Suggestions

In relations to the conclusions, the following suggestions are stated.

(1) it is suggested that the readers should have good knowledge of Theme and Rheme by which they can obtain the interesting message for the newspaper.

(2) It is suggested that the copywriter can develop their knowledge of Theme and Rheme to attack the readers’ attention.
(3) It is advised that the students can understand the story text news through knowledge Theme and Rheme by tracking information in newspaper.